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ISO Solicitation. The lead inventor Xiaolin Wu, developed a
context-based, adaptive, lossleSS image coding and decoding
technique (herein CALIC). Among nine proposals that were
Submitted to ISO for its initial evaluation as candidates for
the lossleSS image compression Standard in 1995, the present
CALIC System ranked first according to a criterion that
accounts for both coding efficiency and algorithm Simplicity.

CONTEXT-BASED, ADAPTIVE, LOSSLESS
IMAGE CODEC

The present application claims partial priority of British
Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 9422738-6 filed
Nov. 10, 1994.

EPAO 613 290 entitled METHOD AND APPARATUS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

With rapidly-advancing computer, telecommunication,
and digital imaging technologies, there is an astronomical
amount of image data for a wide range of applications Such
as education, entertainment, medical imaging, Space
exploration, electronic publishing, visual arts, etc. This rapid
growth of image data puts punishing burdens on computer
Storage and Visual communication bandwidth. Thus image
compression becomes a pressing technical challenge in
Visual communications and computing, without which it will
be difficult to build, deploy, and use cost-effective multime
dia information Systems.
LOSSleSS compression is a form of compression where an
image can be reconstructed without any loSS of information.
LOSSleSS image compression is required by medical imaging,
Satellite/aerial imaging, image archiving, preservation of
precious art work and documents, the press, or any appli
cations demanding ultra high image fidelity. Furthermore,
lossleSS image coding is the necessary last Step of many
lossy image compression Systems, Such as lossleSS compres

15

EPAO 547 528 entitled METHOD AND ASSOCIATED
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35

tions listed below:

U.S. Pat. No. 4,463,342 1984 IBM.

U.S. Pat. No. 4,749,983 07/1988 Langdon.
U.S. Pat. No. 4.969,204 11/1989 Melnychuck et al.

40

U.S. Pat. No. 5,050,230 09/1990 Jones et al.

Parameter Reduction and Context Selection for Compres
Sion of the Gray-Scale ImageS-S. Todd, G. Langdon, and
J. Rissanen, 1985, IBM J. Res. & Develop., vol. 29.
Comparing the LOSSleSS Image Compression Standards and
Universal Context Modelling-R. Arps, M. Weinberger,
T. Truong, and J. Rissanen, Proc. of the Picture coding
Symposium, Sacramento, September 1994.
On the JPEG Model for Lossless Image Compression-G.
Langdon, A. Gulati, and E. Seiler, Proc. of 1992 Data
Compression Conf.
New Methods for lossless Image Compression Using Arith
metic Coding-P. Howard and J. Vitter, 1992, Info. Proc.
& Manag., Vol. 28.
The currently achievable lossleSS compression ratio is Still
modest, being typically from 1.5:1 to 2.5:1. For instance, in
contrast to the success of JPEG's lossy compression
Standard, the current JPEG's lossleSS compression Standard
has Sufficiently poor coding efficiency that it is Seldom used
in practice.
In 1994, ISO and JPEG solicited for proposals for the next
international Standard for lossleSS image compression. The
present invention is a result of the inventors’ response to the

of context based lossleSS image compression.
Known prior art on lossleSS compression of continuous
tone images is based on the principle of predictive coding.
An image is traversed, and pixels are encoded in a fixed
order, typically in raster Scan Sequence. Previously encoded
pixels that are known to both the encoder and the decoder
are used to predict the upcoming pixels. The prediction
errors rather than the pixels themselves are entropy encoded
by Huffman or like arithmetic coding. The original image is
reconstructed by adding the error term back to the prediction
value. The predictive coding WorkS because the histogram of

the errors is much more concentrated (heavily biased toward
O) than the histogram of the pixel values, resulting in a
Significantly Smaller Zero-order entropy for the former than
for the latter. Among numerous prediction Schemes in the
literature, the Simplest type is a fixed linear predictor Such as

Universal Modeling and Coding J. Rissanen and G.
Langdon, 1981, IEEE, vol. IT-27.
A Universal Data Compression System-J. Rissanen, 1983,
IEEE, vol. IT-29.

APPARATUS FOR ENCODING BIT PLANES published
on Jun. 23, 1993 describes a scheme for lossless image
compression by bit-plane encoding. Bit plane encoding has
Significant known disadvantages.
P. E. Tischer et al. Context-based Lossless Image Com
pression 8199 The Computer Journal vol. 36 no. 1 pp. 68-77

(1993) provides a general academic treatment of the subject

Sion of codeword indices in vector quantization (VQ), and

lossleSS compression of transform coefficients in Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) and wavelet/subband-based cod
ing.
There exists a large body of literature on lossless image
compression algorithms and Systems, Such as the IBM
Q-coder, and JPEG lossleSS coder. Among notable patents
and publications are the US patents and research publica

FOR BINARY IMAGE DATA COMPRESSION published
on Aug. 31, 1994 describes a method and apparatus for
lossleSS compression of binary images only. The abstract and
specification of EPAO 613 290 mention that the method and
apparatus are applicable to "photographs” and “mixed
binary images'. However, it is apparent that the photographs
referred to are digitally half-toned photographs and not true
continuous toned images. The method and apparatus of EP
A 0 613 290 only encode binary image data and do not
provide for compression of continuous tone images,
graphics, or mixtures of binary images with continuous tone
images, and graphics.
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those used under the current lossless JPEG standard.

Alinear predictor can be optimized on an image-by-image
or even block-by-block basis via linear regression. However,
Such an optimization is expensive and brings only modest
improvement in coding efficiency. Moreover the perfor
mance of linear predictorS is not robust in the areas of edges.
Adaptive, non-linear predictor can adjust parameters accord
ing to the local edge Strengths and orientations, if edges
exist. The adjustment of predictor parameters can be made
very efficient Since it is based on local information.
Historically, lossleSS image compression inherited the
theoretical framework and methodology of text compres
Sion. Statistical modeling of the Source being compressed
plays a central role in any data compression Systems. Sup
pose that We encode a finite Source X1,X2,. . . . .X, Sequen
tially. The optimal code length of the Sequence in bits is then
2-l

(1)

-log p(xi+1 | Xi, ..., x1),
i=0

65

given the assignments of conditional probabilities. Arith
metic coding can approach this code length of the Source.
The challenge is to assign the conditional probabilities

5,903,676
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coded pixel marked by ?) in which optimal modeling

3

p(x,x,. . . . .X.) to maximize the product given above,

hence minimize the code length. The achievable compres
Sion is governed by a Scheme, or a model, that can assign

context is Selected.

FIG. 6 is a two-part graph illustrating a sign flipping
technique to sharpen conditional error probability density
functions for entropy reduction without increasing modeling

high conditional probability distributions p(xx,...,x)

to the given Sequence.
Fitting a given Source well with Statistical models is a
difficult and computationally very expensive task. Context
modeling of continuous-tone images is made even more

difficult by the large alphabet size (2256) of grey-scale
images. Context modeling of the Source Symbols (pixel
values) would lead to an unwieldily large number of possible
model States (contexts). This is more than a problem of high

time and Space complexities for modeling. If the number of
model parameters is too large with respect to the image
resolution, there will be insufficient Samples to obtain good
estimates of conditional probabilities on the model States,
leading to poor coding efficiency. This is known as a
“context dilution problem.” This problem was theoretically
formulated by Rissanen in the framework of stochastic
complexity as the “model cost.” Rissanen's work proves that
the high complexity of a model can reduce coding efficiency,
as observed by many data compression practitioners. What
is needed are innovative algorithmic techniques to reduce
the model complexity for improving both coding and com
putational efficiency.

Space.

FIG. 7 is the block diagram of a four-pass encoding
Scheme for progressive transmission according to the inven
tion.
1O

15

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

25

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the invention, an encoding/decoding method

is provided for lossless (reversible) compression of digital

pictures of all types, including continuous-tone images,
graphics, multimedia images of mixed text, graphics
photographs, and binary documents and drawings.
Continuous-tone mode and binary mode are identified on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. In continous-tone mode, context mod
eling and prediction are employed, involving mostly integer
arithmetic and Simple logic in a conceptually Sophisticated
Scheme. Both the encoding and decoding techniques are
Suitable for Sequential and progressive transmission,
although different Specific algorithms may be employed for
the different Specific cases. The System is Symmetric, mean
ing that the encoder and decoder have the same time and
Space complexities.
A primary reason for the improved coding efficiency by
context modeling of errors and error feedback lies in the fact
that the prediction error Sequence is a composition of
multiple Sources of distinct underlying Statistics. The use of
proper contexts to Separate the Statistically distinct Sources
of errors from the code Stream can get a significant reduction
in conditional entropies.
The invention will be better understood by reference to
the following detailed description in connection with the
accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a Schematic description of an encoding proceSS
for compression according to the invention in which the
decoding process is a reverse.
FIG. 2 illustrates labeling of neighboring pixels for
context-based prediction and modeling.
FIG. 3 shows four possible convexity relationships
between a GAP predictor I and two neighboring pixels.
FIG. 4 illustrates a two-stage adaptive prediction Scheme
via context modeling of prediction errors and error feedback.
FIG. 5 is a chart depicting a method for determining a

possible hierarchy of contexts (causal templates around a

FIG. 8 is a diagram and key illustrating interlaced Sam
pling for the first pass and the configuration of prediction
and modeling context for Such a pass.
FIG. 9 is a diagram and key illustrating interlaced Sam
pling for the Second pass and the configuration of prediction
and modeling context for Such a pass.
FIG. 10 is a diagram and key illustrating functionally
lossleSS reconstruction at the third pass and the configuration
of prediction and modeling context used in this pass.

35
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Basic compression System
Referring to FIG. 1, before actual compression, a System
10 operating according to the invention includes a decision
maker 12 which dynamically Selects on parts of the image
between a compression Scheme for continuous-tone image
data and a compression Scheme for binary image databased
on context of the pixel data. In binary mode, the image data
is compressed by a first encoder 14 using context-based,
adaptive, ternary entropy encoding. In the continuous-tone
mode, the image data is compressed by a Second encoder 16
using context-based, adaptive, non-linear predictive coding.
Before encoding or decoding an image, the System is
designed to provide or Selects between sequential transmis
Sion and progressive transmission, to encode or decode
image data by the appropriated types of context-sensitive
entropy-encoding and decoding processors. Image data
encoded and decoded in raster Scan order in a Single pass
through the image is preferably transmitted by Sequential
transmission. The coding process uses prediction contexts
that involve only the previous two or three scan lines of
coded pixels. Consequently, the encoding and decoding
processes require only a simple double buffer 18 that holds
only the two or three rows of pixels that immediately

precede the current pixel. (Where greater buffer space is
45

available, the System can achieve progressive transmission
via interlaced Subsampling that encodes, and accordingly

decodes, an image in four passes.)

50
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In coding a picture, the CALIC System dynamically
operates in two modes: binary and continuous-tone modes.
The binary mode is for the situation in which the current
locality of interest in the input image has no more than two
distinct intensity values; hence it is designed for a more
general class of images or Subimages than the class of
black-and-white images.
An innovation of the System is to distinguish between
binary and continuous-tone types of pictures on a local,
rather than a global, basis. The System automatically Selects
one of the two modes depending on the context of the
current pixel. In the binary mode, the context-based adaptive
entropy coder 14 is used to code three Symbols, including an
escape Symbol. This distinction between binary and
continuous-tone modes is important because the coding
methodologies are very different in the two modes, and it
contributes to the universality and robustness of the CALIC
System over a wide range of pictures, including those that
mix texts, graphics and photographs in multimedia applica
tions.

5,903,676
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The Selection between the continuous-tone and binary
modes is based on pixel context. The mode Selection is
automatic and completely transparent to the user. No side
information about mode Switching is required. The coded
image only needs a header of five bytes: two for width, two
for height, and one for depth or the number of bits in
intensity resolution.
In the continuous-tone mode, a mechanism 20 is provided
to compress pixel values by context-based, adaptive, pre
dictive coding. To predict the current pixel value, a predictor
22 is provided for a local intensity gradient to be estimated
based on the neighboring pixels in horizontal and Vertical
directions. These estimates are used to detect the magnitude
and orientation of edges in the input image So that adjust
ments can be made to the prediction accordingly. This

gradient-adjusted prediction (GAP), denoted by I, of I is
further corrected based on the particular pattern that the
neighboring pixels exhibit (as shown here as an output of an
error modeling function 26). This is necessary because
gradients alone cannot adequately characterize Some of the
more complex relationships between the predicted pixel and
its Surroundings. Context modeling can exploit higher-order
Structures Such as texture patterns in the image. This is done
by quantizing the neighborhood into different conditioning
classes, and estimating the expectation of the GAP predic
tion error e-I-I in each of these classes Separately. The
reasons for estimating conditional expectations rather than
the conditional density functions, as commonly Suggested in
the literature, are to prevent the problem of context dilution

6
of boundary pixels are possible, and they do not make a
Significant difference in the final compression ratio due to
the Small population of boundary pixels. For instance,
boundary pixels can be coded by a simple DPCM scheme as
they are encountered in the raster Scan.
To facilitate the prediction of Iij and entropy coding of
the prediction error via context modeling, we compute the
following quantities:
d = |Ii-1, i-IIi-2, i + I(i, j - 1 - IIi - 1, i-1 +
|Ii + 1, i- 1 - i. i - 1
d = Ii-1, i-Ii - 1, i-1 + I(i, j - 1 - i. i - 2 +
|Ii + 1, i- 1 - IIi + 1, i-2.
15

25

future reference. This only requires an array of the size W.
For simple denotation in the Sequel, we let

and to reduce time and Space complexities. The conditional
error expectation estimate is then fed back to the GAP
predictor 22 i to generate a Second and improved prediction

n=li, j-1 W-li-1, i, ne= i+1, j-1,

denoted by I, which is equal to i+e. The net effect is a

nW=i-1, j-1 inn=li, i-2, WW=i-2, i.
35
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driving the entropy coder 16, a modest number (between 8
and 32) of conditional probabilities of prediction errors e are
estimated (by an estimator 24) depending on an estimate of

the prediction error energy. The error energy estimator is a
linear function of the horizontal and Vertical gradient and of
the prediction errors at the preceding pixels. It can be
optimized off line via linear regression for Specific types of
images. The conditioning classes for entropy coding are
generated by quantizing the error energy estimator. The
quantization can also be optimized via off-line dynamic
programming to minimize the total code length of a Set of
training images. In addition, the CALIC System uses a novel
and elegant technique to “sharpen' the conditional prob

Clearly, d, and d are estimates, within a Scaling factor, of
the gradients of the intensity function near pixel i,j in
horizontal and Vertical directions. The values of d, and d.
are used to detect the magnitude and orientation of edges in
the input image, and make necessary adjustments in the
prediction. We aim to alleviate the problem that the precision
of existing DPCM-type predictors can be adversely affected
by edges. In Equations (2) three absolute differences are
used for d in each direction. This has been found to give the
best compression results. Two or one absolute differences
can be used here for lower complexity with a Small loSS in
performance. Efficient incremental and/or parallel Schemes
for evaluating d, and d are Straightforward. For instance, to
avoid unnecessary repeated computations, one can Store the

values of II, I-II, associated with preceding pixels for

(sample counts are insufficient to obtain good estimates),

context-based, adaptive, non-linear predictor that can cor
rect itself by learning from its mistakes made in the past and
in the same context. This is a key feature to distinguish the
prediction scheme of the CALIC system from the existing
prediction Schemes.
The final prediction error e-I-I is entropy encoded. In

(3)

meaning north, West, northeast, northwest, north-north, and
west-west, respectively.
The locations of these pixels with respect to Iij are
given in FIG. 2.
Based on d, and d, a simple technique, as described by
the following conditional Statements, is used to make a

gradient-adjusted prediction (GAP) iii) of Ii,j).
IF (dy - d > 80) sharp horizontal edge
Ii, i = w
45

ELSE IF (dy - d. <-80) (sharp vertical edge)

i, i = n
ELSE {

li, j) = (w -- n)/2 + (ne - nw)f 4;
IF (dy - d > 32) horizontal edge

ii, i = ([i,j]+ w)/2

50

ELSE IF (dy - d > 8) weak horizontal edge

li, j) = (37Li, i. ');

ELSE IF (d, d, <-32). Evertical edge

(i, j) = ([i,j]+n)/2

ELSE IF (d. - d., z -8) (weak vertical edge

;I, j) = (37Li, i. ').

abilities (thus reducing underlying entropy) for entropy
coding by a simple sign flipping mechanism 28 without any
increase in modeling Space.
Gradient-Adjusted Predictor
A nonlinear predictor according to the invention adapts
itself to the image gradients near the predicted pixel. This
predictor improves the robustness of traditional DPCM
predictors, particularly in areas of edgeS. The basic function
is now explained.
Denote an input image of width W and height H by Ii,j),
OsizW, Osj-H. In order not to obscure the concept of the
proposed compression algorithm, we only consider in the
following development the Sequential coding of interior
pixels i,j), 2siCW-2, 2sj<H-2. Many possible treatments

(2)

55

60
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The procedure given above is parallelizable. This tech
nique differs from the existing linear predictors in that it
weights the neighboring pixels of Iij according to the
estimated gradients of the image. In effect, Iij is a simple,
adaptive, nonlinear predictor. The predictor coefficients and
thresholds given above were empirically chosen. A major
criterion in choosing these coefficients is the ease of com
putations. For instance, most coefficients are of power of 2
to avoid multiplication and divisions. The multiples of 3 in
the procedure above can be computed by a bit shift and an
addition.

5,903,676
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It is possible, albeit quite expensive, to optimize the
coefficients and thresholds for an image or a class of images,
So that a norm of the expected prediction error E{|I-i} is
minimized. It is not recommended that Such an optimization
process to be carried out on an image-by-image basis.
However, it is important to point out that the coefficients and
thresholds in computing Iij can be set by the user, if the
user knows the optimal or nearly optimal coefficients and
thresholds for the target images.
Error Energy Quantization for Minimum Entropy
Although the nonlinear predictor iii) outperforms linear
predictors, it does not completely remove the Statistical
redundancy in the image. The variance of prediction errors
e-I-i Strongly correlates to the Smoothness of the image
around the predicted pixel Iij. To model this correlation at
a Small computational cost, we define an error energy

8

context modeling to learn p(e|Q(A)) quickly in adaptive

entropy coding.
Context Modeling of Prediction Errors
The precision of the nonlinear GAP predictor Iij can be
Significantly improved via context modeling, because gra
dients alone cannot adequately characterize Some of the
more complex relationships between the predicted pixel
Iij and its Surrounding. Context modeling of the prediction
error e=I-I can exploit higher-order Structures Such as
texture patterns in the image for further compression gains.

Denote by a K-tuple C={xox1, . . . , X-1} a modeling
15

context of Iij that consists of K events X.
For both space and time efficiencies and to avoid the
problem of context dilution, we need to drastically reduce
the number of possible contexts C by vector quantization of
C. Specifically, we consider a prediction context of eight
eVents

estimator to be

(8)

A=ad-bd+cle

(4)

{n, w, in w, ne, inn, ww, 2n - inn, 2w - ww)

where d, and d are defined in Equation (2) which are reused
here to quantify the variability of pixel values, and e=i-

and quantize context C={XX1, . . . .X., to an 8-bit binary

1j-Iei-1). e. is chosen because large errors tend to

occur consecutively. The coefficients a, b, and c can be
determined, in an off-line design process, by the Standard
linear regression technique So that A is the least-Squares

25

number b=bb . . . bo using the prediction value I as the
threshold, namely
bi =

estimator of the error strength le based on d, d, le. For

0 if x > Li, i.

(9)
, Osk < K = 8.

algorithm efficiency, we recommend a=b=1 and c=2 in

Equation (4). In our experiments we also find that other

Clearly, number B (a binary vector codeword) encodes the

definitions of A can Sometimes estimate the error energy
better, Such as
A-ant, d, d3+battle, le.},

texture patterns in the modeling context which are indicative
of the behavior of e. Also note that an event X, in a prediction

context need not be a neighboring pixel to Iij. It can be a

(5)

depending on images, where e=Iij-1-Iij-1.
By conditioning the error distribution on A, we can
Separate the prediction errors into classes of different vari
ances. Thus entropy coding of errors using estimated con
ditional probability p(e/A) improves coding efficiency over
using p(e). For time and space efficiency, we quantize A to
L levels. In practice, L=8 is found to be Sufficient. Larger L
improves coding efficiency only marginally. Denote the A

quantizer by Q, i.e., Q(A) in {0,1,..., 7}. In entropy coding
of prediction errors, we estimate and use eight conditional
probabilities p(eO(A)). Since A is a random variable, It

35

depending on whether 2n-nn-i(i,j) and 2w-ww<ii,j), we
40

can detect whether the prediction value iii) forms a convex
or concave waveform with respect to the neighboring pixels
in vertical and horizontal directions, as depicted by FIG. 3.
This convexity information is useful in the context modeling
of e.

Since the variability of neighboring pixels also influences
the error distribution, we combine the quantized error energy

45

requires only Scalar quantization. The errors. In an off-line

design process, we get a training set of (e., A) pairs from test

0s Q(A)/2<L/2 with the quantized texture pattern
0s B-2' to form compound prediction contexts, denoted by
C(LQ(A)/2,B). This scheme can be viewed as a product
quantization of two independently treated image features:
Spatial texture patterns and the energy of prediction errors.

images, and use the Standard dynamic programming tech

nique to choose 0=qo-q- ... <q.<q. =o to partition A
into L intervals such that

function of Some neighboring pixels. By letting X=2n-nn,
X7=2w-WW in the above, and consequently Setting be and b,

50

(6)

At a glance, we would seemingly use 4-2-1024 different
compound contexts, Since 0s Q(A)/2<L/2=4 and
0s B-2^=2. However, not all 2 binary codewords of B

quantizer defined by (9) are possible. If the prediction value

iii) lies in between n and nn, then the condition 2n-nnkiii)
is minimized.

55

In practice, we found that an image-independent A quan

if n>i[i,j] and nn<ii,j), or if n<i(i,j) and nn>iii). This

tizer whose bins are fixed,

should be apparent from FIG. 3. By referring to (8) and (9),

60

worked almost as well as the optimal image-dependent A
quantizer.

Estimating L=8 conditional error probabilities p(eO(A))
requires only a modest amount of memory in the phase of
entropy coding of prediction errors. Furthermore, the Small
number of involved conditional error probabilities means
that even Small images will provide enough Samples for

is either always true or always false. In other words, the

outcome of the test 2n-nn<iii) in (9) is uniquely determined

65

we see that in B, be is fixed if b and bs are different.
Likewise, b, is fixed if b and b are different. Because b,
ba, and b are not independent, they can only yield 2-2+
21=6 combinations. The same holds for bz, bo, and b. Thus,
B represents only 6'6'4=144 rather than 256 valid texture
patterns. Finally, the total number of valid compound con
texts in error modeling is only 4: 144=576.

Th model cost is still to high to estimate p(eC(LQ(A)/2,

B)) for 576 compound contexts. Therefore, we estimate only

5,903,676
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the conditional expectations E{e|C(Ö.f3)} using the corre
sponding sample means e(Ö.f3) for different compound con
texts. Computing e(6.f3) involves only accumulating the

for context modeling of prediction errors. Algorithmically,

and B, a compound context C(LQ(A)/2,B)=C(Ö, B) is formed

C(Ö, B) just serves as an index to look up the most likely

prediction error e(6.f3) from a table of conditional sample
means. In the Second stage, e(8.f3) is added to the first

error terms in each compound context and maintaining a
count on the occurrence of each context. For each compound

context C(Ö, B), 0sö <4, 0s BC144, we count the number
N(Ö, B) of occurrences of C(6,B) for the purpose of comput

prediction i to arrive at an adaptive, context-based, non
linear prediction for Iij:

ing the conditional Sample mean e(8.f3). We only use one

lij-i Iij+c(6.f3).

byte to store the occurrence count. Whenever the count
reaches Some value n-256, we Scale down the count but

(12)

Finally, the error e-li-Li,j) of the second prediction is

let the corresponding e(Ö.f3) intact. We recommend n=
128.
In order to update e(Ö.f3) in error modeling, we use an

entropy coded. Upon receiving e, the decoder can recover
Iij via the same adaptive context modeling Scheme. After
each pixel is encoded/decoded, both the encoder and

accumulator S(Ö, 3) of e(Ö.?3), and compute

15

decoder update e(Ö.f3) by the most recent observation e=II in the current compound context C(Ö,f).
Context Hierarchy and context Selection

whenever a compound context C(Ö, 3) occurs. We use a
16-bit signed integer to Store S(Ö, 3) whose range is more

We call the context C defined by (8) the kernel context. It

than Sufficient in practice. It takes more than 128 consecu

tive e(Ö, B)=-255 or e(8.f3)=255 to violate the bounds-2'-S
(8.3)<2', but we have n=128. Once N(8.3) reaches 128,
pix

we re-scale the variables by Setting

25

In Summary, the coding System needs one byte for N(Ö, 3)
and two bytes for S(Ö, B) for each of 576 compound contexts.

Thus the total size of the memory required by context
modeling of prediction errors can be as Small as 1728 bytes.
Besides being a technique to reduce the memory use,
resealing also has the beneficial Side effect of aging the
observed data. This is an inexpensive way of adapting the
context error modeling to time varying Sources. Indeed, the
Scaling technique gave a slightly better compression in our
experiments.
Context-based Adaptive Predictor via Error Feedback
The idea of gaining coding efficiency by context modeling

of expected errors EeC(6,3)} came from the observation
that the conditional mean e(6,3) is generally not Zero in a

given context C(8.f3). This does not contradict the well
known fact that the DPCM prediction error without condi
tioning on the contexts, follows a Laplacian (Symmetric
exponential) distribution, hence is Zero mean for most

continuous-tone imageS. The Laplacian distribution can be
Viewed as a composition of distributions of different means
and different variances. Context modeling of prediction
errorS is a means to Separate these distributions. Therefore,

the more biased is e(8.f3) from zero, the more effective is the
modeling. Since the conditional mean e(8.f3) is the most
likely prediction error in a given compound context C(Ö.f3),
we can improve the prediction by feeding back e(6,e) and
adjusting the prediction I to I=I+e(6.f3).

In order not to over-adjust the GAP predictor, we actually
consider the new prediction error e-I-I rather than e-I-I in
context-based error modeling. The context modeling of e in
turn leads to an improved predictor for I: I=i-Fe(8.3) where
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However, as a modeling State, a context (causal template) is
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The encoder also computes the error energy estimator A, and

quantizes it to Q(A). By a simple Cartesian product of Q(A)

ment relation naturally defines a context hierarchy. The
nodes of the context hierarchy correspond to nested mod
eling contexts.
Although the conditional entropy with respect to the error

probability density function p(eIC) is monotonically non
55

context C(Ö.f3).

neighboring pixels into a spatial texture pattern B as in (9).

an integral entity, and should be treated as Such. Any
ordering of pixels in the causal template is artificial, and the
modeling context Selected based on this ordering may com
promise the coding efficiency.
To retain the cohesion and integrity of pixels in a mod
eling context, we generalize the nodes of the tree model to
a two-dimensional causal template, and call the resulting
tree model context hierarchy as depicted by FIG. 5. The root
of the context hierarchy is the kernel context, denoted by Co.
Given a modeling context Co. that is a set of pixels, we call

context C an expansion of Co if C Co. The Set contain

e(Ö,f) is the sample mean of e conditioned on compound

Conceptually, we have a two-stage adaptive prediction
Scheme via context modeling of errors and error feedback.
Ablock diagram of the scheme is given in FIG. 4. In the first
Stage, the encoder makes a GAP prediction ibased on d, and
d. Then I is used as a threshold value to quantize a block of

captures the most of the correlation between the prediction
error and the Surrounding pixels. However, the kernel con
text is generally not optimal in the Sense of obtaining the
minimum description length. The technique introduced in
this Section is for Selecting optimal model contexts in a
context hierarchy for gaining maximum compression.
In his algorithm called Context Rissanen proposed a
method of choosing optimal modeling contexts by assuming
that a one-dimensional data Stream like text is generated by
a tree model. However, Selecting optimal modeling contexts
in universal lossleSS image compression is much more
difficult than in universal text compression, because the
image signal is not one-dimensional. In order to use the
Sequential tree model on two-dimensional image data, one
has to impose an order on the pixels in a modeling template.
This order is required when traversing the tree for Selecting
the “optimal” context in which the next symbol is coded.

60
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increasing in the size of causal template C, larger modeling
context does not necessarily give more accurate estimate of
e. Too large a causal template spreads Samples too thin into
too many contexts to obtain reliable estimates. Intuitively
Speaking, we want to choose a context as large as possible
but provided that it occurred for a sufficient number of times
in the past. In principle, Rissanen's algorithm Context can
be generalized to the context hierarchy for Selecting optimal
context. Unfortunately, algorithm Context is impractical,
and not Suitable for hardware implementation or parallel
ization. As a practical alternative, we invented the following
Simple context Selection method.
Refer to FIG. 5, we have C C C, and C C C,

where Co={n.w.nw.ne.nn,ww.2n-nn,2w-ww} is the kernel

context. For each context C, Osiz4, maintain the count N.
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of the number of the times that C has happened, and keep
the Sum S of the prediction errors under C, as described in
Section 4.3. Then the optimal context Selection and the
corresponding context-based, adaptive, non-linear predic
tion can be efficiently done by the following Simple logic:

12

as illustrated in FIG. 6. Clearly, p(eÖ) has a lower entropy
than p(eÖ), and it can be used by an entropy coder to reduce

bit rates without any extra space. Suppose that the current
context is C(Ö,e). Before encoding e=I-I, the encoder checks
whethere(6.f3)<0. If yes, -e, otherwise, e is encoded. Since
the decoder also knows C(6,e) and e(6.f3), it can reverse the

S = S = So;
N = N = No:
{IF} (N > t.)
{S = S3; N = N3;
{ELSE IF (N > t.)
{S = S1; N = N:
{IF} (N > t.)
{S = S4; N = N4;}
{ELSE IF (N > t.)
{S = S2; N = N2;

Sign, if necessary, to reconstruct e.
This simple technique of Sign flipping can reduce the bit
rate by as much as three per cent on Some test imageS. The
improved coding efficiency is obtained, because the error

modeling based on compound contexts C(Ö, B) captures

15

The thresholdt is normally set to 7. The value of t should
be proportional to the variance of prediction errors.
Sharpening of Conditional Error Probabilities
AS described in Section 4.2, we use the error energy

quantizer to form eight conditional error probabilities p(eIO

(A)), 0s Q(A)<8, for entropy coding of e. Recall that the
error energy quantizer Q is optimized in (6) to minimize the

combined entropy of the eight conditional error probabili

25

ties. But p(eQ(A)) as is does not benefit from the error
modeling based on the texture pattern B. For operational
reasons, p(eO(A)) rather than p(e|C(LQ(A)/2, B)) are used
in entropy coding of e, as the number of different compound
contexts is too large.
However, on a Second reflection, the conditional Sample

means e(8.f3), which are dynamically computed for error
feedback, can “sharpen' the conditional probabilities p(eIQ

(A)), or reduce their variances, as explained below, for free
We observed that under two different contexts C(Ö,B) and

C(8.f32), two conditional sample means e(Ö,e) and e(Ö.f.)
could be significantly off from Zero and have opposite signs,
reflecting very different p(e|C(Ö.f3)) and p(e|C(8.32)). For a
fixed 0s 8-8, one can then split the conditional probability
p(eQ(ö)=6) into two
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(13)

Some of the Statistical redundancy in the Sign of e. In
essence, by preserving or reversing the Sign of e, we make
a prediction on the Sign of e. Thanks to context modeling the
prediction is correct more than half of the time, yielding
compression gains.
Binary Mode
The above adaptive, predictive coding Scheme via context
modeling of prediction errorS is designed for compressing
natural continuous-tone images. But the coder performance
can be quite poor on images or SubimageS which contain
very few grey levels, especially when compared with an
algorithm based on explicit Markov modeling. The latter
becomes feasible precisely because of the very Small size of
the symbol set. In this situation it is more effective to code
pixel values directly rather than prediction errors.
In order to effectively compress uniform or nearly uni
form image areas, graphics, rasterized documents, and any
combination of natural images with one or more of these
types, according to the invention there is a binary coder as
a separate module of the compression System, and means are
provided to Select between modes. The System operates in
two modes: continuous-tone and binary. Before Iij is to be
coded, a tester is invoked to for proper mode. It checks six
neighboring pixels: WW, W, nw, n, ne, nn. If these six pixels
have no more than two different values, the binary mode is
triggered; otherwise the System is caused to enter the
continuous-tone mode in which the predictor I and the

compound contexts C(Ö, B) are in use.
In the binary mode, let S=w and let the other value, if any,
be SS. The encoder describes Iijin one of the three States,

using a ternary code T.

d) = --

0 if i, j = S1

p + (ed) :yeleo. B - 0

Xple le(0, 6) < 0)
p-(ed) = i

45

(1)

T = 1 if i, j = S2
2 otherwise

yeleo, f) < 0)

p being the conditional probability of the errors e in

contexts C(Ö,e) Such that e(8.f3)20, and p- being Such that
e(8.f3)<0. The two resulting conditional probabilities p and
p- will have Smaller variances than p(eO(Ö)=6), making
more distinctive error Statistics available to the entropy
coder. Seemingly, this splitting of conditional probabilities
for entropy coding would double the memory use. But a very
Simple technique can reap almost the same compression gain

50

In the escape case of T=2, the encoder Switches from the
binary mode to the continuous-tone mode. This happens
when the actual Iij is found to violate the condition for
binary mode. The escape case of T=2 can be called a “mode
Switch command”.

55

Similar to the continuous-tone mode, upon entering the
binary mode, the System considers a context of Six events
(2)

achievable by (13) without increasing the use of physical
memory.

The conditional probability p(eÖ) is the mixture of p(eÖ)
and p_(e|8). We observed in our experiments that p(e.8) and
p_(ele) are approximately mirror image of each other around
the origin. Therefore, we can flip p_(e.8) around the origin
and Superimpose it onto p. (e.8) to create a more biased
conditional probability for entropy coding:

60

and quantize context C={xox1, . . . , Xs) to a 6-bit binary
number B=bs b/bo:
bi =

O if xi = S1

, Osk < 6.

(3)

1 if x = S2
65

The binary number B represents a texture pattern around

Ii,j). Note that because S=w, bo=0 can be ignored from the

5,903,676
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texture encoding B. Thus there are only 2=32 different
prediction contexts in the binary mode. Consequently, we
use 32 conditional probabilities p(TB) to drive an adaptive
arithmetic coder of three symbols. For the context modeling
in the binary mode, only 32x3=96 frequency counts need to

be maintained.

The incorporation of the binary mode into the compres
Sion System adds little to the System complexity, while
greatly enhancing the coding performance on binary-type
images, multimedia images, and images with large uniform
areas. An important feature of our design is that the Switch
between continuous-tone and binary modes is context
dependent, automatic, and completely transparent to the
USC.

Variable Image Resolutions
All parameters and thresholds of the predictors and the
context quantizers are designed and optimized for images of
8 bit resolution, because this is the most popular intensity
resolution. However, we devised a very simple Scaling
mechanism for the coding System to handle images of all
resolutions with ease, with negligible penalty on compres
Sion performance.
It is a design decision to Scale d, and d by Some factor
2, if necessary, in order to make the prediction module and
context modeling module invariant to intensity resolutions.
This is because it is far more involved to adjust parameters
and thresholds in the prediction and modeling modules for
the best compression performance for different intensity

15

II2i, 2i + 2i + 1, 2i + 1
Ili, i = — —
25

Sections.

=2. But in our experiments, we found that this simple

The Second pass uses I as the contexts to encode an
W/2xH/2 array of 2-pixel blocks, called image I, where
35
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(18)

to compute the Scaling factor for d, and d. Note that the
Scaling requires only binary shifting.
Progressive Transmission
To Achieve progressive transmission, the encoding, and
accordingly the decoding, of an image is done in four passes
as schematically described by FIG. 7. Each successive pass
presents a better approximation of the original at a higher bit
rate. The first pass obtains a compression ratio from 9:1 to
7:1 depending on images with an image quality that is
comparable with lossy JPEG at the Same compression ratio.
The Second pass presents a compressed image that is visu
ally indistinguishable from the original at a compression
ratio around 5:1. The third pass yields so-called functionally
lossleSS compression at a compression ratio around 3:1.
After the third pass, the errors are below such tight bounds
in both magnitude and Spatial distribution that their effects
on most image processing and analysis functions are prov
ably negligible. The fourth pass reaches true lossleSS com
pression by adding no more than 0.25 bits per pixel to the
functionally lossleSS image from the third pass. The feature
of progressive transmission is important for many applica
tions Such as remote query and retrieval in image databases,
and in multiuse environment as described by U.S. Pat. No.

Note that I i,j) is not the average intensity of a 2x2 block

but the average intensity of two diagonally-adjacent pixels.
This Subsampling is designed to benefit the context-based
adaptive prediction in the Subsequent passes. The W/2xH/2
image I is encoded in the conventional raster Scan Sequence
by the Sequential CALIC algorithm as described in previous

Suppose that the input image has an intensity resolution of
Zbits, 1.<Zs 16. The Simplest Scaling factor for d, and d is

A 2-Lis-max(0.?log2C-51)

(19)

Os i < W 12, Ogi < H / 2.

resolutions.

Scaling factor can incur quite heavy loss in coding efficiency
if the input images are very Smooth relatively to the dynamic
intensity range.
To solve this problem, it is preferred that d, and d be
Scaled according to the Standard deviation O of the errors
(the average of error magnitudes) in the previous row.
Computationally, the value of O for the previous row is easy
to update during the raster Scan, requiring only an accumu
lator. Based on O, we use an empirical formula

14
4,969,204 where different imaging devices of different reso
lutions access to the same image.
Unlike Sequential encoding Schemes, the multipass
encoding of an image can generate completely enclosing
prediction contexts.
Each of the four passes uses an interlaced Sampling of the
original image. FIG.8 to FIG. 10 illustrate the patterns of the
interlaced Sampling from the first pass to the fourth pass
respectively. Besides facilitating progressive transmission,
the four-pass interlaced Sampling Scheme is also designed
for the formation of modeling contexts that enclose the
predicted pixels in all directions. The Spatial configurations
of the resulting modeling contexts in individual passes are
also depicted in FIG. 8 through FIG. 10. Many image
features Such as intensity gradients, edge orientations, tex
tures can be better modeled by enclosing contexts as those
in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10 than by the contexts that only partially
enclose the unknown pixel as in one-pass Sequential coding.
The first pass encodes a subsampled W/2xH/2 image
denoted by I, with the following relation between I and I

Liji=(2i,2i), II2i+1,2j+1), Osi-W/2, Osja H/2.

(20)

Note that I i,j) is a two-dimensional vector.
Consequently, upon the completion of encoding I, half of
original WXH pixels will be reconstructed. Again, the image
I is encoded in the conventional raster Scan sequence. Since
I is by now available to both the encoder and decoder, it
provides completely Surrounding contexts for predicting and
modeling I2i,2i). A possible context in this case is
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See FIG.9 for the spatial configuration of the context. Using
the modeling contexts, the CALIC algorithm encodes the
Subsampled image I.
Once I2i,2i) is reconstructed, the decoder can set

without receiving any information on I2i+12+1). But a
consultation with (19) reveals that (22) can cause a rounding
error of 1 if the sum Iij-i-I2i+12+1 is an odd integer. The
probability for this rounding error is 0.5. For the time being,
this tiny, isolated error is tolerated. In FIGS. 9 and 10, the
pixel with a probability 0.5 of being 1 smaller than the
original value is marked by the unfilled circle.
The third pass encodes the remaining half of the original
WxH image I, namely, pixels interlaced in the checkerboard
pattern, I2i+1,2) and I2i.2+1), Osi-W/2, Osj-H/2. In the
third pass, the image is also encoded in the conventional
raster Scan order. After the intermediate images I and I2 are
coded, the modeling contexts available to the third pass are

5,903,676
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the most complete and relevant to the predicted pixels.
Hence much more compression of the remaining half of the
image can be achieved. FIG. 10 illustrates the situation in the
third pass and depicts a configuration of modeling context
among many possibilities.
After the third pass, the image is Said to be functionally
lossleSS for the following reasons:
The error magnitude is bounded by 1.
The errors are spatially isolated. The errors can only occur
at the positions marked by unfilled circles in FIG. 4. No
consecutive errors can happen.
At the already isolated potential error positions, the errors
are distributed randomly.
The errors have no effect on the average intensity in a
window of any size.
The errors cannot alter the Sign of the gradients of the
original image function at any position or in any

encoded, the decoder can perform the same predictions,
context formation, context Selection, context quantization,
error feedback and entropy coding context determination.
The decoder can then uniquely decode the prediction error
from the compressed bit stream and add it to the prediction
in order to reconstruct the exact original value of the current
pixel. The decoder proceeds in this manner and recovers the
original image pixel by pixel from the prediction errors that
it decodes one at a time from the compressed bit Stream.
The invention has now been explained with reference to
specific embodiments. Other embodiments will be apparent
to those of ordinary skill in the art. Therefore, it is not
intended that this invention be limited, except as indicated
by the appended claims.
15

1. A method for lossleSS image data compression com
prising the Steps of
dynamically and automatically choosing between a binary
level compression mode and a continuous-tone level
compression mode for each current image element
based on local context of Said current image element;

direction.

The effects of the errors on the filtering operations on the
original image will be either nil or negligibly Small.
Given a filter kernel, the worst error impact on the
filtering operation can be precisely computed to be a
known prior.
If true lossleSS reconstruction is indeed required, the

rounding errors of (22) can be corrected by one more pass.

thereafter
25

Progressive, multiresolution decompression is a natural
product of the above four-pass encoding Scheme. By choos
ing I, I, and then functionally lossless I or true lossless I,

the decoder obtains a reconstruction at a desired resolution
and bit rate.

Entropy Coding of Prediction Errors
An advantage of this invention is the clean Separation
between context-based prediction and modeling of image
data and entropy coding of prediction errors. Any entropy
coder, be it Huffman or arithmetic, Static or adaptive, binary
or m-ary, can be easily interfaced with the CALIC system.
The System should be made flexible enough to accommodate
all entropy coding methods that are known to date. If System
complexity and cost are of primary concern, Static global
Huffman coders can be used. On the other hand, for best

35

compressing continuous-tone level image data of Said
current image element, in Said continuous-tone mode,
by context-based, adaptive, non-linear predictive
entropy encoding and Storing Second results in Said
memory as a Second compressed portion of the image
data;

wherein Said binary mode entropy encoding is a first
Selected context-Sensitive entropy-encoding process,
40

compression possible, adaptive arithmetic coders will be the
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prediction, denoted i, of I is made exactly in the same
manner as the encoder, and the predictor I is further
improved by the same context-sensitive error feedback
technique that is used in the encoding process. Since pre
dictions for the current pixel that are made by the encoder
are based Solely on the pixels that have already been

in Said binary mode, compressing a ternary coded signal
consisting of binary image data or a mode Switch
command by context-based, adaptive ternary entropy
encoding, Storing first results in a memory as a first
compressed portion of the image data and Switching to
Said continuous-tone level compression mode if Said
ternary coded Signal consists of Said mode Switch
command;

choice.

Decompression
The decompression or decoding process of the CALIC
System is a Straightforward reverse of the encoding proceSS
whose details were just explained. The decoding proceSS
reconstructs the original image in the same order as the
image was encoded by the CALIC System. The decoding
System Selects either Sequential or progressive
decompression, depending on whether the image is com
pressed Sequentially or progressively. Referring to FIG. 1,
the CALIC decoding process automatically enters one of the
binary or continuous-tone decompression modes, based on
the exactly same context-sensitive decision that is made by
the encoder. Thus the encoder and decoder can Synchronize
with each other without using any Side information.
In the binary mode, a context-based adaptive entropy
coder that is identical to the one used in the encoding proceSS
is used to decode the current Symbol.
In the continuous-tone mode, the gradient-adjusted

What is claimed is:

65

and

wherein Said continuous-tone mode entropy encoding is a
Second Selected context-Sensitive entropy-encoding
process wherein prediction error is entropy encoded.
2. The method according to claim 1 wherein first selected
Specific compression techniques are used for Sequential
transmission of Said first compressed portion and Said Sec
ond compressed portion of the image data.
3. The method according to claim 1 wherein second
Selected Specific compression techniques are used for pro
gressive transmission of Said first compressed portion and
Said Second compressed portion of the image data.
4. The method according to claim 3 further comprising
Subsampling images in four passes, and
forming from Subsampling data enclosing contexts in the
form of causal templates.
5. The method according to claim 1 wherein said current
image element is a pixel, and wherein in Said continuous
tone mode compressing Step comprises predicting values for
each Said pixel based on local intensity gradient estimates.
6. The method according to claim 5 wherein said predict
ing Step further includes estimating energy of prediction
errors based on both local gradient and prediction errors of
preceding pixels together to obtain an error energy estimator.
7. The method according to claim 5 wherein said
continuous-tone mode entropy encoding further includes
estimating energy of prediction errors based on both local
gradient and prediction errors of preceding pixels together.

5,903,676
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8. The method according to claim 7 further including
reversing Sign of a prediction error to sharpen the condi
tional error probability densities for entropy coding.
9. The method according to claim 7 further including
adaptive bit shifting in each encoding context in order to
Scale d, and d, where d, and d are estimates, within a
Scaling factor, of gradients of the intensity function near
pixel i,j in horizontal and vertical directions, Such that
encoding Schemes are independent of intensity resolutions.
10. The method according to claim 6 further including
quantizing the error energy estimator to form conditioning
classes for entropy encoding in the continuous-tone mode.
11. The method according to claim 5, further including
forming modeling contexts by causal templates using a
prediction value of a pixel.
12. The method according to claim 11, further including
quantizing the modeling contexts, wherein Said quantizing
of the modeling contexts comprises binarization of Spatial

18
wherein Said continuous-tone mode compressing Step
further includes:

5
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tion errors and error feedback, and

texture patters.

13. The method according to claim 5, further including
Selecting an optimal modeling context in a context hierarchy.
14. The method according to claim 5 further including
combining a quantized texture pattern and a quantized error
energy estimator into a compound context for modeling
prediction errors.
15. The method according to claim 5 further including
using conditional expectations of the prediction errors to
model errors at low model cost and low computational cost.
16. The method according to claim 5 further including
reducing weight of past Statistics in adapting to non
Stationary image data.
17. The method according to claim 5 further including
correcting prediction via context modeling of prediction

wherein Said continuous-tone mode entropy encoding
further includes:

25

errors and error feedback.

18. The method according to claim 1 wherein said choos
ing Step comprises Selecting between Said binary level
compression mode and Said continuous-tone level compres
Sion mode based on local context information only and
without use of side information.
19. The method according to claim 1 wherein said binary
mode compressing Step comprises forming a modeling con
text for adaptive binary entropy encoding.
20. A method for lossleSS image data compression com
prising the Steps of
dynamically and automatically choosing between a binary
level compression mode and a continuous-tone level
compression mode for each current image element
based on local context of Said current image element,
Said current image element being a pixel; thereafter,
in Said binary mode, compressing a ternary coded Signal
consisting of binary image data or a mode Switch
command by context-based, adaptive ternary entropy
encoding, Storing first results in a memory as a first
compressed portion of the image data and Switching to
Said continuous-tone level compression mode if Said
ternary coded Signal consists of Said mode Switch
command;

compressing continuous-tone level image data of Said
current image element, in Said continuous-tone mode,
by context-based, adaptive, non-linear predictive
entropy encoding and Storing Second results in Said
memory as a Second compressed portion of the image
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estimating energy of prediction errors based on both
local gradient and prediction errors of preceding
pixels together;
quantizing the error energy estimator to form con
ditioning classes for entropy encoding in the
continuous-tone mode, and

reversing Sign of a prediction error to Sharpen the
conditional error probability densities for entropy
encoding.
21. A System for lossleSS image data compression com
prising:
a first Subsystem for dynamically and automatically
choosing between a binary level compression mode and
a continuous-tone level compression mode for each
current image element of an input image based on local
context of Said current image element, including a
values predictor operative on each Said image element
wherein prediction is based on local intensity gradient
estimates,

40
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a Second Subsystem for compressing, in Said binary mode,
ternary data consisting of binary image data of Said
current image element or a mode Switch command by
context-based, adaptive, ternary entropy encoding as a
first compressed portion of the image data and Switch
ing to Said continuous-tone level compression mode if
Said ternary data consists of Said mode Switch com
mand; and
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data;

wherein Said binary mode entropy encoding is a first
Selected context-Sensitive entropy-encoding process,
and

wherein Said continuous-tone mode entropy encoding is a
Second Selected context-Sensitive entropy-encoding
process wherein prediction error is entropy encoded;

predicting values for each Said pixel based on local
intensity gradient estimates, including estimating
energy of prediction errors based on both local
gradient and prediction errors of preceding pixels
together to obtain an error energy estimator;
forming modeling contexts by causal templates using a
prediction value of a pixel;
Selecting an optimal modeling context in a context
hierarchy;
combining a quantized texture pattern and a quantized
error energy estimator into a compound context for
modeling prediction errors,
using conditional expectations of the prediction errors
to model errors at low model cost and computational
COSt.
correcting prediction via context modeling of predic
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a third Subsystem for compressing, in Said continuous
tone mode, the image data of Said current image
element by context-based, adaptive, non-linear predic
tive entropy encoding as entropy-encoded prediction
errors of a Second portion of the image.
22. A method for lossleSS image data decompression
comprising the Steps of:
dynamically and automatically choosing between image
data compressed by a binary level compression and
image data compressed by continuous-tone level com
pression for each current image element based on local
context of Said current image element; thereafter either
decompressing, in Said binary mode, image data of Said
current image element consisting of binary image
data or a mode Switch command by context-based,
adaptive, ternary entropy decoding to produce a first
decompressed portion of the image data and Switch
ing to Said image data compressed by continuous
tone level compression if Said image data consists of
Said mode Switch command; and
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decompressing, in Said continuous-tone mode, the image
data of Said current image element by context-based,
adaptive, non-linear predictive entropy decoding as a
Second decompressed portion of the image, and
directing the first decompressed portion and the Second
decompressed portion to an output utilization device to
produce a binary level and continuous-tone level com
posite image.
23. A method for Substantially loSSleSS image data com
pression comprising the Steps of:
dynamically and automatically choosing between a binary
level compression mode and a continuous-tone level
compression mode for each current image element
based on local context of Said current image element;
thereafter

in Said binary mode, compressing ternary data consisting
of binary image data of Said current image element or
a mode Switch command by functionally-lossleSS
context-based, adaptive, ternary entropy encoding,
Storing first results in a memory as a first compressed
portion of the image data, Such that errors in a decom
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pressed version of Said image data do not exceed 1 and
never occur consecutively in image Space and Switch
ing to Said continuous-tone level compression mode if
Said ternary data consists of Said mode Switch com
mand;
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compressing continuous-tone level image data of Said
current image element, in Said continuous-tone mode,
by functionally-lossleSS context-based, adaptive, non
linear predictive entropy encoding and Storing Second
results in Said memory as a Second compressed portion
of the image data, Such that errors in a decompressed
Version of Said image data do not exceed 1 and never
occur consecutively in image Space;
wherein Said binary mode entropy encoding is a first
Selected context-Sensitive entropy-encoding process,
and

wherein Said continuous-tone mode entropy encoding is a
Second Selected context-Sensitive entropy-encoding
process wherein prediction error is entropy encoded.

